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Indigo Crypto Report (ICR) Synopsis
The Indigo Crypto Report is an advanced reporting dashboard for detailed coin, market and
trading data and is designed to benefit cryptocurrency investors & traders by giving an
aggregated and consolidated representation of all current market data, information and social
media sentiment in one convenient location.
The report is structured into several logical sections, detailed below, according to the importance
and relevance of the data and features collapsible sections for easy access to specific parts of the
report by allowing the user to quickly navigate complex data.
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1). Latest Coin and GFI News
The Report Software provides news feed 365 days a year from a range of media channels &
Crypto news magazines.
A trader can use this information to learn if companies & institutions including others businesses
are investing plus using block chain technology etc.
2). Coin Articles
Various relevant coin articles from a range of media channels & Crypto news magazines
3). Coin Categories
Lists all coin categories with market data showing name, details, market cap and 24 hour
volume.
4). Coin Exchange Rates
Coin names, types, symbols and exchange rates relative to the current Bitcoin price.
5). Fear & Greed Index’s
The fear & greed index dials show current daily, weekly and one year sentiment giving a
judgment on whether to make long term investments or short term trades.
What emotion is driving the market now? The Fear and Greed Index is a rating of 0 - 100
indicating what are driving the market investors.
The quick glance dials show trading and market sentiment along with a 365 day or 1 year history
of fear & greed indexes.
The crypto market behaviour is very emotional. People tend to get greedy when the market is
rising which results in FOMO (Fear of missing out). Also, people often sell their coins in irrational
reaction of seeing red numbers.
•Extreme fear can be a sign that investors are too worried. That could be a buying opportunity.
•Extreme greed is when investors are getting too greedy, that means the market is due for a
correction.
The current sentiment of the Bitcoin market and crunch numbers are put into a simple meter
from 0 to 100. Zero means "Extreme Fear", while 100 means "Extreme Greed".
Fear and Greed Index API Data by Alternative.me
6). Market Trend Indicator
The Market Trend Indicator gives the current trend of the market with a 0-100 Score, higher is
better (bullish) also shows the market buying and selling pressure.
•Buying pressure in the market in percentage.
•Selling pressure in the market in percentage.
7). Trending Coins
Top-7 trending coins on CoinGecko as searched by users in the last 24 hours (Ordered by most
popular first
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8). Global Sentiment Analysis / Keywords
Quantifies cryptocurrency-related activity associated with different topics and sentiments from
data sources such as Twitter, Reddit, and Bitcointalk and currently trending subjects and
keywords.
9). Coin of the Day and History
The coin of the day report section shows a table with the current coin of the day and previous
coins dated back up to 14 days. The coin of the day section also shows social sentiment scoring
and 24 hour coin data with open, close, high and low prices in a table and chart.
Social Sentiment Scoring
The Galaxy Score TM is a combined measure of cryptocurrency indicators used to correlate and
understand the overall health, quality and performance of a specific project. In short, it indicates
how well a coin is doing. The Galaxy Score can also be used as a signal when a project is entering
a new territory, from very positive to very negative.
The overall score combines the total score of four key performance indicators:1). Price Score - A score derived from a moving average that gives the coin an indication of
upward or downward trend based solely on the market value.
2). Social Sentiment - A percentage-based score of the overall bullishness or bearishness of all
collected social posts.
3). Social Impact - A score of the volume/interaction/impact of social to give a sense of the size
of the market or awareness of the coin.
4). Correlation Rank - The algorithm that determines the correlation of social data to the coin
price/volume.
ALTRank™ is designed to access a cryptocurrency's community and traction and compare that
across the entire cryptocurrency marketplace.
AltRankTM is made up of the following metrics:1). Market Volume Rank - A measure of a currency's market volume based on validated
exchange volume
2). Social Volume Rank - A measure of the unique volume across all our data sources
3). Percent Change versus Bitcoin Rank - A measure of a currency's performance against Bitcoin
4). Social Score Rank - A measure of the total volume across all our data sources
Put directly, if a cryptocurrency is consistently ranking in the top 25, you should be paying
attention.
Galaxy Score
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10). Top 50 Coin Rankings
Concentrating on the top fifty Crypto Coins is the safest place to trade. The data Report Software
shows which Coins are best & worst performers since their inception.
The ranking chart shows daily change of the top 50 and will show those coins that fall out of the
top 50 & those that replace them determining which to keep and what to sell sooner.
11). Detailed Coin Data and Sentiment
This section features a number of sub-sections and includes a description of the coin, back
ground history, social media links with current values and market values over several days.
The sentiment area shows current social sentiment and several key indicators to show coin health
using advanced AI algorithms to calculate quality and performance of the project.
Social Sentiment Scoring
The Galaxy Score TM is a combined measure of cryptocurrency indicators used to correlate and
understand the overall health, quality and performance of a specific project. In short, it indicates
how well a coin is doing. The Galaxy Score can also be used as a signal when a project is entering
a new territory, from very positive to very negative.
The overall score combines the total score of four key performance indicators:1). Price Score - A score derived from a moving average that gives the coin an indication of
upward or downward trend based solely on the market value.
2). Social Sentiment - A percentage-based score of the overall bullishness or bearishness of all
collected social posts.
3). Social Impact - A score of the volume/interaction/impact of social to give a sense of the size
of the market or awareness of the coin.
4). Correlation Rank - The algorithm that determines the correlation of social data to the coin
price/volume.
ALTRank™ is designed to access a cryptocurrency's community and traction and compare that
across the entire cryptocurrency marketplace.
AltRankTM is made up of the following metrics:1). Market Volume Rank - A measure of a currency's market volume based on validated
exchange volume
2). Social Volume Rank - A measure of the unique volume across all our data sources
3). Percent Change versus Bitcoin Rank - A measure of a currency's performance against Bitcoin
4). Social Score Rank - A measure of the total volume across all our data sources
Put directly, if a cryptocurrency is consistently ranking in the top 25, you should be paying
attention.
Galaxy Score
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Trading Pairs
The Report Software shows which Crypto currencies are strongest in the market depending on
volume shown in 24 hour & 30 days. Provides the exchange information for assets and the other
assets they are being traded for.
The data shows which Crypto currency exchanges have the highest trade volume including
decentralized exchanges indicating the most secure places to trade on.
Coin Market Data and History
Coin data and history is shown in a series of summary tables and charts with coin value, changes
and time stamps. Table totals show averages, changes and standard deviations.
12). Coin Exchanges
The Report data shows the Crypto exchanges with the highest percentage of trades & volume 1
day plus 30 days etc. confirming the best places to invest long term or short term buy and sell
Crypto.
This section presents the data in a table and chart with trading volumes.

Disclaimer
No Investment Advice
The information provided does not constitute investment advice, financial advice,
trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the
website's content as such. It does not recommend that any cryptocurrency
should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and
consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions.
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